
 

 

 

Jump Event Ideas:  

 
The following are helpful tips you can use when planning your Jump Event:   
 
Make it fun and pump it up! Play music during your event to promote movement and generate excitement.  
 
Take a Jump Event photo: Encourage all students to wear red for Jump and take a photo at the event. Use 
the photos for your school yearbook or share them on social media using the hashtag #JumpRopeForHeart.  
 
Engage older students:  Ask older students to help run different activity stations and assist the younger 
students.  
 
Perform a skipping routine: Ask other teachers or students to prepare a skipping routine and kick-off your 
school’s Jump Event with a demonstration for everyone.  
 
Set up skipping skills stations: Visit jumpropeforheart.ca and go to Teachers’ Corner. Click on “Online 
Resources” in the dropdown menu and print off skipping skills posters. Post the posters throughout your event 
space to set up skills stations.  
 
Skills games: Organize any of the “Jump Event Activities” below to get every student jumping for heathy 
hearts.  
 

Time and Space Requirements: 
 
Depending on time and space available, you can get the entire school participating simultaneously or run your 
Jump Event in smaller groups (i.e. by grade level) at different times. Here are some ways to structure your 
event:   
 
All-day indoors: Book the gymnasium or another physical education room for the entire day. Have each grade 
come into the gym to do their Jump Event with their class for the duration of a physical education period. 
 
All-day outdoors:  Students can participate by grade on a half-day basis. For example, the morning could be 
dedicated students from Kindergarten to Grade 3 and the afternoon could be dedicated to students in Grade 4 
and up. 
 
One-hour time periods: This option is ideal for schools with a large number of participants. Book the gym for 
two one-hour time periods and separate classes into each time periods. Have classes run their Jump Event for 
the duration of a physical education period or in shorter increments depending on your schools’ capacity.  
 
One-week time period: This option is ideal for schools with limited outdoor space or physical education 
rooms. Set aside specific times for all classes to participate in a skipping-oriented activity over the course of a 
week. These activities can take place during physical education periods, recess breaks or at lunch.  
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Jump Event Activities:  

 
The following are activities you can run at different stations or randomly throughout your Jump Event: 
 
 

Jumping with Ropes 

 

 Jumping over ropes: Students jump back and forth over a rope placed on the ground or jump from 
side to side from one end of the rope to the other. 
  

 Jump-scotch: Ropes are placed on the ground to outline an area into which children can toss an 
object and jump on vacant spaces to retrieve it. 

 

 Free skip: Students are free to practice and try new tricks. This can be done in groups or as an entire 
school depending on the space available.  
 

 Skipping stations: Have students rotate from one station to the next every 5-10 minutes. They can try 
a new trick or skipping game at each station!  
 

 Snake (K-Grade 2): Lay a long rope on the ground and have students stand on either side of the rope. 
Have two students hold the rope close to the ground while moving it back and forth so it ripples from 
side to side like a snake. Young students can jump over the rope and try not to let their feet be touched 
by the “snake”.   
 

 Around the world: One person stands in the middle and spins the rope in a circle across the ground. 
The other students must anticipate and jump over the rope as it passes them by. The object is not to 
touch the spinning rope.  
 

 Skipping rope limbo: With two students holding the ropes on opposing sides, students will lineup and 
go under the rope without ANY body parts touching the ropes as they go underneath. Once a body part 
touches the rope, the student is automatically eliminated. Once everyone in the line has tried going 
underneath the rope, lower the rope to increase the challenge. The last person who completes the 
challenge wins! 
 

 Skip rope relay: Have two or more teams competing against each other, with three or more students 
on each team. Continue the relay until the entire team has completed each station. The team who 
finishes first wins!  

o Hopscotch with left foot  

o 10 jumping jacks  

o 10 consecutive jumps with a skipping rope  

o Skip towards the next person give them a high-five  
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 Hopping: Two turners hold the rope a couple inches from the ground and do not move it. Students 

jump over the rope. The level of difficulty can be changed by raising or lowering the rope. Another 

option is to lay ropes on the ground a couple feet apart and have students jump over them using one or 

both feet.  

 

 Skip and swing (K-Grade 2): Using a long rope and two turners, slowly swing the rope from side to 

side so students can jump over it. It is easy for young students to use the rope this way because it can 

be moved at a very slow pace. The slow pace of the rope allows students to practice jumping over the 

rope before trying more advanced skipping skills.  

 

 Skipping marathon: Have all students skip in one spot and the last one jumping wins a prize! Make 

sure to keep track of the best times.  

 

 Skip tag: Have students skip from side of the event space to the other without being tagged. The 

student skippers get a 10-second head start before the tagger can enter the event space and start 

chasing. Once a skipper is tagged, they are eliminated. The game continues until there is only one 

skipper left. 

 

 Egg beater: Using two long ropes and four turners, cross the ropes in the middle and turn at the same 

time.  The skipper jumps in the middle where the two ropes cross.  

 

 Rope in a rope: Two turners move a long rope while a skipper holds their own short rope inside. 

Turners must try to match the speed of the skipper. Count out loud how many jumps the skipper 

makes.  

 

 Triangle: Using three long ropes and three turners, each turner holds the end of a different rope in 

each hand, forming a triangle. All of turners move their ropes at the same time. Skippers can start 

inside or hop in.   

 

Jumping with Hula Hoops: 
 
 

 Hula hoops: Instead of using an individual skipping rope, give the young students hula hoops. By 
holding the sides of the hoop at the top, students can turn the hoop over their heads and jump over it 
when it reaches their feet. The hoop is easier to handle than a skipping rope and students can turn the 
hoop at their own pace since the hoop holds its form. 
 

 Animal hop: Students hop through a hula hoop obstacle course imitating different types of animal 
jumps. Great for beginners to get them jumping!   
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Jumping without Ropes: 
 

 Jumping on one foot, two feet: Students jump on one foot, than the other foot, than both feet. 
 

 Jumping jacks: Students jump their feet out side to side and simultaneously raise their arms above 
their head in a star-like shape. Then they immediately reverse the movement to jump back into a 
standing position with their feet together and arms at their sides.  
 

 Musical jump: Students jump while music is playing and freeze when it pauses. 
 

 Hopscotch: Using sidewalk chalk, draw a few hopscotch boards on a paved area. Be as creative as 
you like, adding numbers, colours or pictures. Give students instructions about what to jump on. For 
example: 

o Jump on primary colours only 
o Jump on every other square  
o Jump on odd numbers only  
o Jump on all the squares with only your left foot  

 

 Activity dice or flash cards: Jot down a unique physical activity on each side of large set of dice or 
flash cards. Activities could include jumping jacks, number of skips in a row, hopping on one foot, crab 
walk, push-ups, sit-ups, dancing or stretching. Line up students and call out the activity that is rolled on 
the dice or comes up on each flash card. For greater engagement, let students roll dice and choose 
flash cards.   

 
 
Jumping and Counting: 
 

 Rope touchdowns: Students count the number of times a turned rope touches the ground. 
  

 Jump touchdowns: Students count the number of times a skipper’s feet touch the ground. 
  

 Jump teams: Working in pairs, one student counts the number of times a jumping skipper’s feet 
touch the ground.  
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